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DRAWCUT –
THE WORLD‘S HIPPEST CUTTING SOFTWARE FOR NOVICES AND PROFESSIONALS

AMAZING
FEATURES

EASY
TO USE

YOU WILL
LOVE THIS

LAPOS Q
CONTOUR CUTTING

DrawCut is a leading-edge, independent cutting software for
Windows. It offers an extensive
selection of tools and features
for creating and cutting of layouts,
lettering and artwork with a vinyl
cutter. Try out the three versions
LITE, PRO and EXPERT!

DrawCut provides a simple
and smooth user interface. The
installation takes just a few
minutes. First, a calibration wizard
guides you through the necessary
settings. Then you can immediately
get started. Everything is clearly
organized and easy to find.

You have probably used one or
the other cutting software in the
past. But you are sure going to
love DrawCut! The powerful and
easy-to-use features will significantly simplify working with your
vinyl cutter as well as creating
your illustrations, thus making
you more productive and overall
happier. Promise!

LAPOS Q is the most powerful
contour cutting system on the
market. It supports multi marks
for extra long cut files, multi-scan
for avoiding read errors, smartalign to compensate for printing
distortions, dynamic marks for
print&cut in full width and length
of the medium, contour vectorization for contour-cutting photos
and bitmaps.
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DrawCut LITE is included for free with every
vinyl cutter of the C V and S II series, as
well as the older units of the CIV and S
series. DrawCut LITE is an easy-to-use
powerful software for editing your artwork
and cut files. It provides many special
features for creating cuttable designs. You
can freely arrange your graphics and text
objects, import vector graphics and even
set colors to be cut separately.

DrawCut PRO is included with T II
series devices. DrawCut PRO lets you
control your cutter very comfortably.
Along with LAPOS Q, you receive the
world‘s best crop mark recognition system for contour cutting. Features such
as „Align text to path“, „Cast shadow“,
„Weld text“, drawing of stars, arrows
and other shapes and many other
features help you become independent
of CorelDraw and Adobe Illustrator.
DrawCut PRO is also available as an
upgrade from DrawCut LITE.

DrawCut EXPERT is a complete cutting
software package that is sure to satisfy
all functionality, productivity and
usability needs - with features and tools
for the design and layout of signs,
textile finishes and stickers, up to the
manufacture of banners and posters.
The special effects are spectacular and
unique in comparison to the competition. Furthermore, DrawCut EXPERT
includes complete libraries of text
tools, curve tools, bitmap tools, object
tools, a powerful vectorization feature
as well as extensive cutter control tools
and contour cutting functions.

L I T E

P R O

Stand-alone layout and design

Powerful vectorization

Advanced cutting options

LAPOS Q contour cutting

Professional vinyl cutter control

Design and editing
for advanced users
Definition of different line types for e.g.
perforation cut
Improved offset compensation for better
cut results
Management of different tools and cutting
parameters according to line colour
for e.g. cutting with two different force
settings
Cutting path optimisation for shorter
travel paths
Improved file imports for large files

E X P E R T

More cutting options, such as tiling
and arranging of objects
3D modeling with rotation,
extrusion, curvature and much more
Many additional features such as
multi-outline, stripe design and
gradient filling

LITE

VECTOR BRUSHES

Tool for vector drawings with brush shapes

ADVANCED
POWER SHAPES

Arrow, rounded arrow, star, rounded star, chaos star, logarithmic spiral and
Archimedes spiral (with number of loops and starting point/angle)

NODE EDITING

Power node, object control points, add/remove nodes, to line, to curve, open/
close shapes, creating sharp, soft and symmetric nodes. Interactive connector,
automatic connecting and smoothing

KNIFE/CUTTING
AND DELETING
AUTOMATIC
WELDING

Separating and removing vector graphics
and bitmaps along fixed vector path

MEASURING TOOLS

Calculates lengths and areas of lines and closed objects

STRIPE DESIGN

Division of object or text into stripes. Starting width, ending width, distance
and number of stripes can be configured

DROP SHADOW

Setting of color, x and y offset and an inset (gap)

3D MODELING

Expert 3D modeling tools for transforming of vector objects into 3D objects
with rotation, extrusion, curve, lens, shadow and light tools

ALIGN TEXT TO PATH

Freely align text to path or shape and configure any offset
(also negative offset)

LAPOS

Contour cutting with laser point crop marks

LAPOS Q

Automatic contour cutting with sequential dynamic
multi crop marks with Secabo T II series
Automatically place same-colored objects together
to reduce waste of film

TILES

Automatically converts individual shapes into a single shape
and removes their overlapping areas (curves)

EASY-LIFT MARKS

Special hooks are cut on the inside of letters and objects with a hole, e.g. a, b,
d, e, g, etc., which greatly facilitates the removal of these interior areas of the
respective letters or objects

QUICK WEEDING

Adjusting of a grid box and subsequent insertion of the lines via plot file does
not affect the strokes of the text to allow for quick weeding

VECTORIZATION

Easily vectorize bitmaps to create precisely cuttable vector paths

These are only some features of the DrawCut versions. To learn more, visit www.draw-cut.com

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
FOR CREATORS.

Phone: +49 (0) 8442 95840-10
Fax: +49 (0) 8442 95840-11
E-Mail: mail@secabo.de
www.secabo.de

Secabo GmbH
Hochstatt 6-8,
85283 Wolnzach
Germany
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Supported operating systems: Windows 10, Windows 8, 8.1 (32/64 Bit), Windows 7 (32/64 Bit), Windows Vista, Windows XP
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COMPARISON OF DRAWCUT FEATURES

